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Abstract: In the coming decades, the number of end-of-life (EoL) traction battery systems will increase
sharply. The disassembly of the system to the battery module is necessary to recycle the battery
modules or to be able to use them for further second-life applications. These different recovery
paths are important pathways to archive a circular battery supply chain. So far, little knowledge
about the disassembling of EoL batteries exists. Based on a disassembly experiment of a plug-in
hybrid battery system, we present results regarding the battery set-up, including their fasteners,
the necessary disassembly steps, and the sequence. Upon the experimental data, we assess the
disassembly duration of the battery system under uncertainty with a fuzzy logic approach. The
results indicate that a disassembling time of about 22 min is expected for the battery system in the
field study if one worker conducts the process. An estimation for disassembling costs per battery
system is performed for a plant in Germany. Depending on the plant capacity, the disassembling to
battery module level is associated with costs between EUR 80 and 100 per battery system.

Keywords: disassembly; EV battery system; disassembly graph; fuzzy disassembly time; cost estimation

1. Introduction

Reducing the use of primary resources by developing an efficient and broad circular
economy has been set as one cornerstone in the goals of the European Union to become
climate neutral until 2050 [1,2]. The European Union has appointed the battery and vehicle
value chain as one key market for implementing a circular economy [3]. As battery systems
will power electric mobility in the upcoming years, they need to be at the center of attention
to achieve the desired goals.

Circular economy options have been discussed intensively in the past years, i.e., the
different pathways obsolete traction batteries might take. They can be divided into resource
and product loops [4–9]. Resource loops are offered by recycling and can lower primary
resource needs as recycled scarce resources are used as secondary material to produce
new batteries.

Disassembling prepares an electric vehicle battery system (EVBS) to retrieve valuable
resources. For recycling, such preparation may include a deep discharging of the EVBS
followed by disassembling at least to a level where the battery modules are removed [10,11].
A further disassembling to cell level might be adjoined if special recycling processes are
pursued [12,13]. As the disassembling of the EVBS for recycling does not focus on reusing
the product or components, the disassembling may include destructive disassembling
technologies. Today, manual disassembly is typical, and recyclers conduct it [14].
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Before EVBSs or specific battery modules and cells are recycled, circular thinking asks
whether repurposing, remanufacturing, or (partial) reuse are possible. Disassembly must
preserve energy storage functionality in these cases, and deep discharging is impossible.
Thus, the disassembling activities occur under high voltage conditions and require appro-
priate process safety measures [15]. They are often followed by reassembling activities.

In all cases of circular recovery processes, disassembling is mandatory for traction
battery systems [5]. Some publications have addressed the disassembling of EVBSs in
recent years and have documented the executed processes [10,16–19]. Besides that, other
papers discuss requirements, potentials, and possible drawbacks for automatizing EVBS
disassembling [5,20–22]. However, we find that only a little information can be gained from
the documented disassembling experiments to estimate disassembling durations, which
are needed to assess the disassembling cost of EVBSs. Additionally, the disassembling
process is often only documented on an aggregated process level, and information about
removed components or used fasteners is only partly available.

Thus, our paper pursues three goals. First, we document in detail the removed bat-
tery components, fasteners, and weights of the hybrid battery system under investigation.
Secondly, we address disassembling durations from battery system to battery module
level. We analyze and evaluate the measured durations by applying a fuzzy logic ap-
proach. The gained time information allows us to accomplish the third goal of estimating
disassembling costs.

All three goals are important for different reasons. The disassembly costs can, for
instance, be used together with retrieved material value to assess the economic potential
of different treatment routes in a circular economy. Secondly, cost assessment of manual
disassembling as conducted in industry and our experiment serves as a benchmark for eco-
nomic profitability of automation. To develop efficient automation solutions, information
about the disassembled product structure is crucial.

The structure of this paper follows the path of argumentation. Section 2 presents
an overview of existing literature dealing with conducted disassembling experiments on
electric vehicle (EV) battery systems and allows us to further distinguish our work from
previous research. Section 3 explains which methods we use during disassembling and
analysis. The structured results according to the applied methods form Section 4. Section 5
discusses our results before the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Literature and Research Gap

To point out how our approach differs from existing literature and highlight our
contribution, we will present an overview of the most relevant literature for our research
work, starting with conducted disassembling experiments of EVBSs in Table 1.

To our knowledge, the first available documentation of a manual EVBS disassembling
is by [17]. They manually dismantled an Audi Q5 Hybrid battery system, which allowed
them to elaborate a disassembling priority matrix and a disassembly priority graph. They
use their results to conceptualize the design of a possible workstation in the content of a
disassembly system. The authors of [17] neither address the topic of disassembly times nor
costs, which we will further elaborate in our paper. A similar approach to [17] is presented
by [16]. They show disassembling results of a VW Jetty Hybrid System, which seems
equal to the Audi Q5 Hybrid battery system by [17] as their priority matrix and graph
are identical.

Ref. [10] toto present an economic and ecological disassembly planning approach.
The approach was applied to a case study on an Audi A3 Sportback e-tron Hybrid Li-Ion
battery system. The documentation includes the main components and fasteners, their
quantity, and a precedence diagram. The disassembly diagram and the explanation show
that disassembly is mainly a serial process in which only two steps can take place in
parallel. One of the two parallel steps is the disconnection of the high-voltage cables and
the battery junction box. For calculating the disassembly costs, they refer to a Spanish
remanufacturing plant. The disassembly costs are included in their economic and ecological
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simulation model and are not reported explicitly. The authors of [18] are the only ones
reporting on disassembly times for their manual dismantling of a Smart EQ Forfour battery
system. The knowledge of the disassembly time is used for an economic calculation of
the disassembly process. The reported cost is based on human labor and does not include
capital expenditures, such as annual costs for a facility. The authors of [18] estimate that
the disassembling from the battery system to module-level costs about 27 EUR/kWh and
takes five hours for two workers.

Table 1. Literature with reported EV battery disassembly experiments and selected reported output data.

Source Year Vehicle/
Battery

Product
Information

Disassembly
Output

Disassembly
Duration/Time

Disassembling
Cost

[17] 2014 Audi Q5
Hybrid Components

Priority Matrix;
Disassembly graph

process steps

[16] 2019 VW Jetta
Hybrid Components

Priority Matrix;
Disassembly graph

process steps

[10] 2020
Audi A3

Sportback
e-tron Hybrid

Components and
fasteners

(quantities)

Disassembly graph
process steps

Disassembly Level

Costs are included
in a simulation

model; not given,
e.g., based on

disassembly time

[18] 2020 Smart EQ
Forfour

Time in minutes for
conducting process steps,

e.g., cover removal

Costs for
disassembly to

module and cell
level 1 (only
direct labor)

[19] 2021 2017 Chevy Bolt

Components and
fasteners incl.
specification;
partly with

weights and sizes

Disassembly graph
incl. component

specification

This
Paper 2022

PHEV 2018
midsize/large

vehicle

Components and
fasteners with
information on

quantities, screw
types, sizes,

material, etc.

Disassembly graph
on compo-

nent/component
group level;

Disassembly graph
on detailed

activity level 2

Measured disassembling
durations for
each activity 2

Fuzzy Logic Approach to
include uncertainty

about real disassembling
time for battery system

and steps

Cost estimation
for disassembly to

module level

• Scaling of
results to
medium-
sized EVBS

• Variable and
fixed costs

1 Further processing steps: Extraction of EVBS from vehicle and preparation for disassembly. 2 Available in the
Supplementary Material.

Apart from the studies in Table 1, few other authors have addressed the disassembling
of EVBSs for related topics and have provided disassembling information. Ref. [23] used
available data on an Audi A6 Hybrid Battery System to draw a product structure that
constitutes a disassembling graph to depict the disassembling structure. Recently, ref. [24]
developed a framework considering design, safety, and cost to evaluate the disassembly
processes of generalized EV battery packs. They also assess improvements by disassembling
with a partly automated working station. They do not conduct disassembling experiments
but set up common steps based on the existing literature.

Disassembling costs are a potential barrier to the economic profitability of end-of-life
(EoL) battery treatment [5,24,25], but only a few papers apply methods to calculate them.
Papers [10,18] have already been listed in Table 1. Furthermore, ref. [25] calculated disas-
sembling cost at EVBS level based on labor cost, the number of disassembling steps, and a
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set duration per disassembling step. Their disassembling data are based on online infor-
mation about different battery pack designs. The authors of [6] develop an optimization
approach to determine the optimal disassembling strategy of EoL vehicle batteries, in which
disassembling costs are included. Their cost calculation is based on [10,18], combined with
information about average disassembling times in the industry of 30 min per EVBS with
two workers.

Our paper contributes to the new research field of electric vehicle battery disassembling
(see Table 1). We conducted a manual disassembling experiment of a hybrid electric
vehicle battery system from the battery system to the module level. We present detailed
information on disassembled components and fasteners. Although we merely describe
sizes, weights, and materials (partly in the Supplementary Material S1), researchers can
use this information for their needs, e.g., for validation purposes or as data input, when
dealing with disassembly automatization, material flow analysis, or life cycle assessment.

We use our documented disassembling time data to calculate disassembling durations.
Therefore, we present a calculation based on the critical path method (CPM) combined
with fuzzy logic. We connect the results with a scheduling heuristic that considers limited
available resources. Multiple scenarios of different workforce requirements are presented
and discussed. The results are then employed to derive disassembling times for EVBSs
of different weights with an upscaling method. Lastly, we perform a cost estimation for
disassembling in Germany based on the previously won results. We extensively discuss
the results in a comprehensive discussion section, which is also extended to disassembly
automation to underline some implications of our findings.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Experimental Plan and Documentation

One of the goals of this paper is to give precise documentation of the disassembly
process of an EVBS, more specifically, the EVBS of a Mercedes Plug-in Hybrid Electric
Vehicle (PHEV) with 13.5 kWh. Therefore, we focus our experiment documentation on
four aspects.

First, we want to provide a detailed description of the disassembly process. Existing
publications dealing with EVBS disassembly describe the process on an aggregated level.
We intend to fill the gap at the operational level by providing a detailed overview, includ-
ing small activity steps such as unscrewing and removal. Identifying predecessors and
successors of every activity allow for deriving a precedence graph.

Second, the duration required for each activity is recorded. This way, we can determine
the time intensity of disassembling to a certain level. For example, one could aim to retrieve
only the battery modules as components and therefore seek the fastest way to reach them.
Then, one could add up the durations of the activities leading directly to the modules. On
the other side, the duration to dismantle all parts, including the battery management control
unit or fuses, could be determined. Knowledge of disassembly durations is crucial when
developing business models for repurposing or remanufacturing, since these durations can
influence the estimated profitability.

Third, details concerning the connections and disconnecting them are of interest. For
each activity, we document the connection type, the orientation of the connection, and the
tools needed for disconnection, if applicable. This information is required when assessing
if a process can be automated and how complex it is. Although we do not discuss the
potential of automation in this paper, this information can help other researchers with
their work.

Fourth, information about the components resulting from each activity is obtained.
This includes data on the component dimensions, their weight, and, if determinable, their
material composition. These data can be used to plan automated disassembly processes
and estimate the recyclability of the EVBS with and without disassembly.

Before the disassembling experiment, we studied information about the disassembling
process and sequence recommended by the battery system producer. Thus, we knew which
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tools were needed for each step and prepared the experiment set-up accordantly. Apart
from the studied information, we did not have hands-on disassembling experience but a
mechanical and business engineering background. The disassembled PHEV battery system
was not an EoL product, but a de-energized system usually used to train manufacturing
employees. The aim was to represent a disassembling working situation, where a disassem-
bling is conducted based on information. Although it takes place manually, it represents
a real-world working process, including the corresponding working speeds. It is worth
mentioning that the disassembling started with the removal of the battery cover, and the
disassembling stopped when all parts except the glued battery modules were removed. Re-
moving the modules was impossible during the experiment because the needed tools were
unavailable. However, this step has been conducted separately in another representative
experiment with a PHEV system of the same type. Therefore, we rely on the document
information of this second experiment for the battery module removing step.

3.2. Disassembling Duration Assessment by Fuzzy Logic

Uncertainty about accurate disassembling durations is one of many problems in
disassembling planning. One reason for such uncertainty can be the not precisely known
quality of EoL products that influence the disassembling duration [26,27].

According to [28], three methods and measures exist to model the uncertainty of disas-
sembling times in mathematical problems. The disassembling duration can be modeled
with a probability distribution [29], using interval numbers representing upper and lower
bounds or fuzzy numbers [28]. We decided on applying a fuzzy logic approach because
interval numbers can be transferred to a particular case of fuzzy numbers [30,31], and
probability distributions cannot be specified with the available information.

The following steps describe the fuzzy assessment plan to determine the disassembling
completion time and are described as comprehensively as possible in this section. Thus, if
interest in fuzzy logic goes beyond the explanations in this section, we refer to Appendix A
where deeper explanations, including further literature, are presented. A list of all used
symbols and nomenclature is found at the end of the article.

1. Determine fuzzy durations for each disassembly step based on the conducted disas-
sembling experiment and expert knowledge to validate the durations.

2. Conduct the critical path method (CPM), known for scheduling tasks with fuzzy
durations to gain a feasible disassembling schedule with minimum total fuzzy disas-
sembling time.

3. Apply a heuristic scheduling procedure with resource constraints to calculate the
fuzzy and defuzzyfied disassembling times for different workforce settings.

In this paper, fuzzy disassembling durations are presented by the so-called six-point
representation of fuzzy intervals (cf. Appendix A) [32], as illustrated by Equation (1). The
six points allow a better representation of potential outliers than triangular or trapezoidal
membership functions widely used in fuzzy modeling [33]. Meanwhile, they can also form
triangular or trapezoidal membership functions, if applicable.

D̃j =
(

odε
j , odλ

j , od1
j , pd1

j , pdλ
j , pdε

j

)
(1)

For each fuzzy duration (D̃j), a corresponding membership function exists (cf. Appendix A
for definition) described by the six values. Figure 1 gives an explanatory illustration of such a
membership function. The six values are based on estimations of lower and upper values for
three membership levels (ε, λ, 1) (cf. Appendix A).
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Figure 1. Illustrative example of a membership function based on six-point representation for a fuzzy
disassembling duration Dj of process j (adapted from [26]).

We use the argumentation introduced by [34] to assess to which extent values belong
to a fuzzy set (cf. Appendix A) represented by a corresponding membership function.

According to Equation (2), the value dj belongs for sure to the values of fuzzy duration
of disassembling process j if the membership function equals 1.

µD̃j

(
dj
)
= 1 (2)

Equation (3) means that a value dj with µD̃j

(
dj
)
≥ λ has a fair chance of belonging to

the group of fuzzy durations of process j.

µD̃j

(
dj
)
≥ λ (3)

Lastly, if Equation (4) applies, the value of dj has only a very small possibility of
belonging to the possible values of fuzzy durations of process j.

µD̃j

(
dj
)
< ε (4)

In practice and our use case, membership functions of disassembling steps are not
known [35]. We model them based on several data sources representing optimistic and
pessimistic values [36] for disassembling duration (cf. Section 4.2).

We specify how arithmetic operations are taken to perform calculations with fuzzy
durations, each represented by six values in Table 2. The validity of the presented arith-
metic operations is based on [37]. The subtraction 	 is not an inversion of the addition,
represented as ⊕. This may lead to wrong results in our calculations, and therefore, we
apply the inverse addition ⊕inv, when needed [26,38].

Table 2. Basic arithmetic operations of fuzzy numbers in six-point representation used for time
calculations for two fuzzy numbers, representing fuzzy durations of process j and i [26,27].

Symbol Arithmetic Operation in Six-Point Representation

D̃i ⊕ D̃j

(
odε

i + odε
j , odλ

i + odλ
j , od1

i + od1
j , pd1

i + pd1
j , pdλ

i + pdλ
j , pdε

i + pdε
j

)
D̃i 	 D̃j

(
odε

i − pdε
j , odλ

i − pdλ
j , od1

i − pd1
j , pd1

i − od1
j , pdλ

i − odλ
j , pdε

i − odε
j

)
D̃i ⊕inv D̃j

(
odε

i − odε
j , odλ

i − odλ
j , od1

i − od1
j , pd1

i − pd1
j , pdλ

i − pdλ
j , pdε

i − pdε
j

)
m̃ax

(
D̃i, D̃j

) (
max

(
odε

i , odε
j

)
, max

(
odλ

i , odλ
j

)
, max

(
od1

i , od1
j

)
, max

(
pd1

i , pd1
j

)
, max

(
pdλ

i , pdλ
j

)
, max

(
pdε

i , pdε
j

))
m̃in

(
D̃i, D̃j

) (
min

(
odε

i , odε
j

)
, min

(
odλ

i , odλ
j

)
, min

(
od1

i , od1
j

)
, min

(
pd1

i , pd1
j

)
, min

(
pdλ

i , pdλ
j

)
, min

(
pdε

i , pdε
j

))
Once the disassembling durations are determined for each step and the disassembling

graph is set-up, the CPM can be applied. The critical path method is used in project
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management to calculate time-related dates when planning a project. In our case, the
disassembling process equals the project. The different disassembling steps need to be
performed to fulfill the project goal of disassembling the battery system to module level.

We add a starting activity and an ending activity to our disassembling graph that both
have durations of zero time units to represent a graph in network structure. This graph
extension allows the application of the CPM. The starting activity is a direct predecessor of
all steps that do not have successors, while it is the other way around for the ending activity.

During the calculation process to identify the critical path of a project, the total
completion time of the project is determined, along with the earliest and latest starting and
ending time of each activity [39]. The calculation steps to retrieve the starting and ending
times are based on a forward and backward calculation theme and are described in detail
in [39]. The fuzzy durations can be adopted as described in ref. [26].

The basic calculation steps for the forward calculation determine the activities’ earliest
starting and ending times. When calculating, the arithmetic operations given in Table 2
are obeyed for our six-point durations, as they are each a fuzzy number. The fuzzy earliest
start (ẼS) of the disassembling process is set to 0.

ẼS0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (5)

For all other steps j that have predecessors (i), the respective fuzzy earliest start
(

ẼSj

)
is given by

ẼSj = max
{

ẼSi ⊕ D̃i

∣∣∣i ∈ Pj

}
∀j = 1, . . . , J (6)

Thus, a disassembling step j can only start if all predecessor activities are finished.
The fuzzy earliest finish

(
ẼF
)

for activity is given by

ẼFj = ẼSj ⊕ D̃j∀j = 0, . . . , J. (7)

The calculations of the backward procedure start with the last activity J, which has
no successors. The fuzzy latest finish time (L̃F) is set as the fuzzy earliest finish of activity
J (ẼF J) as we do not have another external given the latest completion time for the project T̃.

L̃F J = ẼF J = T̃ (8)

All other disassembling steps (i) have at least one successor (j), and we apply the
following:

L̃Fi = min
{

L̃Fj ⊕inv D̃j

∣∣∣ j ∈ S_i
}
∀i = 0, . . . , J − 1 (9)

The fuzzy latest start (L̃Sj) can be received with

L̃Sj = L̃Fj ⊕inv D̃j. (10)

Fuzzy times can be defuzzyfied according to the principle of Equation (11). This
defuzzification is built upon the argumentation for six-point representations by [40]. We
apply the defuzzification scheme at different points of our calculation process to gain crisp
numbers that allow us to compare and interpret different fuzzy durations or to use the
crisp numbers for further actions, such as the cost estimation [41].

F
(

L̃Fj

)
=

1
4(1− ε)

·
{
(λ− ε)·

(
oLFε

j + oLFλ
j + pLFλ

j + pLFε
j

)
+(1− λ)·

(
oLFλ

j + oLF1
j + pLF1

j + pLFλ
j

)}
(11)

Once the forward and backward calculations are conducted, we receive a feasible sched-
ule for the disassembling process, with a minimum fuzzy project time that is equal to L̃F J .
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The resulting schedule and fuzzy completion time can be reached if resources, primarily
renewable resources, are sufficiently available or not limited. Potentially limited renewable
resources in disassembly are the available number of workers, tools, or workspace. Therefore,
including available renewable resources in calculating disassembling time is essential, as they
can form a limiting factor that opposes the calculated minimum disassembly time.

We apply a widely adaptable scheduling heuristic, depicted in Figure 2, to include
available resources in our disassembling schedule [26,32,42]. The pseudocode describes
that whenever a new activity can start, all not yet scheduled disassembling steps that do
not have unscheduled predecessors are looked at. From these groups of disassembling
steps, the one with the highest priority is chosen to be conducted if enough resources
are available. If there are insufficient resources for this activity, the next highest-ranked
disassembling step from the priority list is considered. Meanwhile, the one with the highest
priority is set aside for the next point of time when a new disassembling step can start. This
planning procedure repeats until all disassembling steps are accomplished.
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3.3. Cost Estimation

As discussed in Section 2, the cost estimation of EVBS disassembly has been addressed
sparsely in previous works. Apart from [6,10,18,25], refs. [45,46] provide cost data for
planning an EVBS disassembling center in Germany. Additionally, an often-cited cost model
for battery recycling, the EverBatt Model, contains an estimation approach to evaluate
disassembling costs [47]. The general approach used by [45,46] is identical. First, an
investment sum is determined for a sufficiently sized factory, the required equipment, and
ancillary cost. Based on the total investment sum, annual costs are calculated. Variable
costs are associated with direct labor costs for disassembly.

From a broader literature perspective, disassembling costs are usually calculated as
the variable cost needed to disassemble a product. According to refs. [48,49], two groups
of methods for disassembling cost metrics are distinguished, namely technical and work
measurement approaches. In technical approaches, disassembling durations are assigned
to each step or movement depending on the fastener type. This disassembling duration is
then multiplied by a cost factor of direct labor [50], which results in disassembling cost.

Work measurement approaches focus on evaluating factors, such as the accessibility
of fasteners and how they influence a predefined and standardized duration for a specific
disassembling action [51–57]. The evaluation results are scoring values that represent the
difficulty of disassembly. These calculated values are then transferred into a disassembling
time and costs [58,59]. Alternatively, a third possibility as input for cost calculations
could be a direct measurement of disassembling time. Measurements should include the
disassembly of several products of the same category by multiple workers with varying
experience to result in representative results [54,60,61]. A repeated measurement can
help measure uncertainty about the average of the expected disassembling time. The
measured disassembling time is then multiplied by a disassembling cost that is assigned per
disassembling time unit, comparable to the technical approaches. Fixed-cost components
are barely addressed in general disassembly literature. Sometimes they are referred to as
overhead costs and integrated by multiplying a factor to the variable costs [48,62].

Before making a cost estimate based on the investments for an industrial disassembling
plant, we need to transfer the results of the fuzzy disassembling duration approach to
resemble an EoL battery system from a battery electric vehicle (BEV). This is necessary as
we want to estimate the average disassembling costs of EVBSs. The PHEV battery system
size will not be representative because the market share of EoL BEVs will be far larger [63].

The results transfer is conducted by upscaling the disassembling duration. We quali-
tatively and quantitatively evaluate how the fuzzy durations of each disassembling step
deviate for battery systems from BEVs. This evaluation results in fuzzy disassembling du-
rations for each disassembling step of a BEV. Once the fuzzy BEV disassembling durations
are specified, we repeat the planning procedure explained in Section 3.2 to estimate a de-
fuzzyfied complete disassembling time, which is input for the disassembly cost estimation
as preparation for recycling.

Figure 3 highlights the conducted cost calculation schemes. The modeled plant
processes are summarized in Figure 3a and consist of inbound logistics, storage, deep-
discharging, disassembly, and logistical outbound processes. Figure 3b,c summarize the
main steps of cost calculation. Founded on a disassembling capacity per year, we determine
the variable cost for disassembly, constituted of labor costs. These labor costs include direct
workers needed for disassembly and logistical processes and indirect labor, such as office
workers. Although indirect employees are sometimes considered to be fixed costs, we
include them in our variable costs.
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Figure 3. (a). Modeled process stream of the disassembly plant; (b) calculation scheme for vari-
able disassembling costs; (c) calculation scheme annual fixed disassembling costs; explanation for
(b,c) cursive text indicates that the factor is an external input for calculation.

The fixed costs (cf. Figure 3c) can be divided into costs related to the factory’s property,
building, and equipment. The total investment depends on the size of the factory, that
is, depending on the planned throughput. We size the factory with a block structure
approach, in which we calculate how much area is needed for each process of the value
stream [64]. Therefore, such blocks may represent space for disassembling stations at
which the disassembling takes place, a warehouse in which not yet disassembled EVBSs
are stored, or the office space for an indirect worker. Such approaches are also founded
in related literature [45,47]. The investment is used to receive the annual fixed costs,
including different categories, such as depreciation and maintenance costs for equipment
and imputed interests.
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To give a realistic cost estimation, we take the use case of establishing a disassembling
plant as preparation for recycling in Germany. Therefore, all cost components are fitted
to resemble expected costs in Germany. Supplementary Material S2 provides detailed
information about estimating single cost calculation steps and necessary assumptions.
Therefore, in Section 4.3, we merely present the resulting cost structures.

4. Results
4.1. Disassembling Results from Experiment

As described in Section 3.1, we aimed to retrieve information about the process steps,
including their duration, the types of connections that needed to be detached, and the
retrieved components.

The disassembled PHEV battery system and the main components are shown in
Figure 4 and Table 3. Figure 4 does not show all components but only those that need to
be disassembled to retrieve the battery modules. The disassembly process begins with
the removal of 40 screws and four clamping bars (A, B, C, and D). Then, the housing seal
is cut, and the cover (E) is removed. The module block (K) consists of two modules that
are screwed together. The modules are glued to the base using strips required for heat
conduction and attached to the harness with four plugs and four cable clamps. In addition,
they are fixed to the bottom of the housing with eight screws (four on the left and four on
the right). The screws on the right side are accessible after disassembling the support strut
(F) and the bus bar 1 with an integrated battery sensor (G). For this purpose, six screws,
one plug, and two clamps must be removed (cf. Figure 3). The four screws on the left side
can be unscrewed after removing the battery sensor (H), bus bar 2 (I), and bus bar 3 with
an integrated fuse (J). The connections that need to be loosened are six screws, four plugs,
and three clamps. In Appendix B, we provide some detailed information about the location
of the individual screws and the center of gravity of the components on a xy-coordinate
scale (cf. Figure A1). In Supplementary Information S1, a list of these coordinates is given.
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Figure 4. Picture of the disassembled PHEV battery system: A—clamping bar 1, B—clamping bar 2,
C—clamping bar 3, D—clamping bar 4, E—cover, F—bus bar 1 (with integrated battery sensor),
G—support strut, H—battery sensor (with shunt), I—bus bar 2, J—bus bar 3 (with integrated fuse),
K—module block.
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Table 3. Battery parts and connections. The IDs for the different components refer to Figure 4.

Parts ID Connections

Clamping bar 1 A 6 screws
Clamping bar 2 B 15 screws
Clamping bar 3 C 6 screws
Clamping bar 4 D 13 screws

Cover E 1 glue

Bus bar 1 F
2 screws
1 plug

2 clamps
Support strut G 4 screws

Battery sensor H
2 screws
1 plug

Bus bar 2 I
2 screws
1 plug

Bus bar 3 with integrated fuse J
4 screws
2 plugs

3 clamps

Module block K
8 screws
4 plugs

4 clamps
Remaining parts - -

We identified 57 sub-steps to disassemble the PHEV and each component as far as
possible in the experiment to module level. These 57 steps all have predecessor and succes-
sor relationships so that a detailed disassembly graph can be derived (see Supplementary
Material S1). There are logical groups among the process steps belonging to one component
or assembly. For example, multiple steps are necessary to remove the battery cover or the
battery sensor. These related steps must be performed in spatial closeness to each other, so it
seems reasonable to group them into top-level steps, as depicted in Figure 5. While in other
publications, battery disassembly is described as a predominantly linear process (e.g., [10]),
our battery allows parallelization of several dismantling steps. This is mainly because the
battery periphery (e.g., interference suppression filter, BMC, battery sensor, fuse, etc.) is lo-
cated at two ends of the battery, so it is possible to work on both sides simultaneously and to
a certain degree, independently. Specifically, steps 2, 3, and 4 are located on one side of the
battery, and steps 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are on the other (cf. Figure 5). It should be noted, however,
that the battery’s outer dimensions of about 0.90× 0.48× 0.21 m (length × width × height)
limit the possibilities of process step parallelization to a maximum of two workers.
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Besides the precedence relations, Figure 5 also reveals that not all process steps are
necessary to perform when only aiming at retrieving the modules. The modules can be
reached if steps 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 are completed. All other steps (4, 7, 8, and 9) are optional
but might be sensible when the corresponding parts shall be reused or a better pre-sorting
of materials for material recovery is desired.
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A more detailed description of the ten top-level process steps can be found in the
Supplementary Material S1. There, each sub-process is described verbally (e.g., “Remove
screws from cables (2 pcs)”), the average duration is given, and the required tools are
indicated. Figure 6 shows an extract of the detailed disassembly graph using the example
of step 8, “Remove interference filter”. This process is representative since it contains all
three sub-processes that mainly form the top-level processes, i.e., the removal of screws
with a screwdriver, the opening of plugs with pointed pliers, and the removal of unfastened
parts by hand.
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As mentioned in Section 1, disassembly is a necessary preparational step for several
EoL options, e.g., remanufacturing, repurposing, or recycling. To not exclude options con-
taining the reuse of the whole battery or components, we tried to unfasten all connections
non-destructively so that reassembling would be possible. Most connections are either
screw or plug connections. A (cordless) screwdriver can unfasten the screw connections
with only a few bit changes. Most of the screw heads are inner-torx (bits: T20, T25, T30),
and only the modules are fastened by outer-torx screws (bit: E10), and the high-voltage
plug socket with hexagon socket screws (bit: V3). Besides that, an extension for the cordless
screwdriver is necessary to reach some screws that are difficult to access. On average, it
takes about four seconds to unfasten a screw. This is in line with the literature. The authors
of [65], for example, measure 2.4 s to unfasten a screw excluding the time for motion (to
and from the screw); those of [49] estimate 1.1 to 2.2 s for short screws, also excluding time
for motion; and those of [66] specify a standard disassembly time of 6.5 s per screw.

Snap-fit fasteners mainly require pointed pliers to open them, partially damaging
the plugs, as nearly all of them are also fixed with a latch. That indicates that the snap-
fit fasteners are not designed for multiple-use cycles. In our case, it took 4 to 14 s to
open one snap-fit connection. Other publications indicate this type of connection to be
disconnected faster [49,65]. However, the complexity of unfasten snap-fits depends on the
beam length, the retention angle, and the number of concurrent snaps [67]. We suspect that
the retention angles of our battery’s fasteners are relatively large (>60 degrees), so they are
well-secured and somewhat difficult to open. This aligns with the literature values of 7.5 s
per complicated click-connection [66].

To remove the top cover, a cutter and something to lever, e.g., a manual screwdriver, are
necessary as the cover is fastened with 40 screws and glue that needs to be cut. A levering
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device prevents the cut parts from making contact and sticking together again. Besides the
already mentioned tools, we needed a wrench to loosen a nut and adhesive tape to secure
the pole cap covers. An overview of the required tools is given in Appendix B.

The retrieved main components are listed in Table 4. We refer to the Supplementary
Material S1 for a more detailed examination of the components, their measures, weights,
and materials at the screws and nuts level as well as the needed tools for disassembly.

Table 4. Retrieved components and some of their corresponding properties.

Main Components Measures [mm] Weight [g] Materials

Upper cover 900 × 480 × 100 3690 Steel
Housing base 898 × 480 × 180 unknown Steel

Busbars (3) 380 × 20 × 15 256 + 66 + 217 Metal core, coated with plastic
Support strut 230 × 150 × 20 1252.5 Steel

Air dryer 225 × 14 × 27 594 Plastic and silicate
Interference suppression filter 135 × 60 × 20 153 Plastic and cables

BMC 190 × 105 × 25 343 Plastic housing, circuit board
Battery sensor 95 × 45 × 15 47 Steel, copper, plastic

Fuse 92 × 31 × 31 138 Metal
Console 140 × 110 × 60 1284 Mixed

Interference filter 120 × 73 × 107 882 Mixed
Outer plugs 43 × 45 × 43 (excluding cables) 59 Plastic and cables

50 × 65 × 35 141 Steel
Modules 610 × 398 × 185 136,000 Mixed

Rest -
approx. 2700 (1300 for

screws, nuts, and
clamping bars)

Mixed

4.2. Disassembling Duration Assessment by Fuzzy Logic

As described in Section 3.2, we apply a combination of the CPM and fuzzy logic for
the disassembling durations to calculate the needed disassembling duration. To conduct a
time planning with the CPM, we use the precedence graph presented in Figure 5 and add
so-called start and end tasks with durations of 0 s (dummy activities). We only consider the
main disassembling steps of this shortened graph, thus adding up single activities within
these steps. This decision was taken as the disassembling execution showed that due to the
spatial closeness of the battery, it would not be possible to perform them in parallel during
a manual disassembly.

Before conducting the calculations, the fuzzy durations were determined based on
knowledge gained during disassembling, expert knowledge, and documented literature
on different, representative disassembling tasks and movements [51,52,65]. The member-
ship levels were defined before assessing disassembling durations were conducted on
activity level.

In Section 3.2, we introduced the used six-point representation. The six points allow
modeling the potential deviation of disassembly duration more precisely than a more
common triangular function. The membership level ε was set to 0.1, and λ is equal to
0.6 in our calculations, as they can also be found in [32,36,68]. These levels, together with
the level of 1, form the possible breakpoints of the membership function (cf. Figure 1).
Using the level of ε = 0.1 permitssome very optimistic or pessimistic durations that are not
included in the assessment. During the assessment, some tests were performed to ensure
that a slight variation of the membership levels λ and ε does not significantly change the
defuzzyfied durations.

Although unique, the described activities in Section 4.1 include many repeated ac-
tivities: Unscrewing, removal by hand, and releasing snap-fit fasteners with latches. The
unscrewing showed only low time variations, and most of the screws were of the same
type (cf. Section 4.1). We placed four seconds in the very likely regions, according to the
argumentation in Section 4.1. The upper limit for the likely value group is five seconds, and
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we further set symmetrical values for the ε, λ, -levels. Thus, the six-point representation
for unscrewing one single screw is given as

D̃screw = (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6). (12)

Such a time evaluation was done for each sub-activity of the disassembling process.
Although each activity is looked at individually, for the “removal by hand” and “releasing
a snap-fit” activities, we used the time representations in Equations (13) and (14). Releasing
snap-fits with latches is generally associated with an asymmetrical fuzzy duration. The
resulting piecewise linear function has a right tail. Meanwhile, the “removal by hand”
activities could also be represented by a triangular representation, as the optimistic and
pessimistic value for the α- levels α1 = 1 are equal.

D̃hand = (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3) (13)

D̃snap = (4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14) (14)

In Appendix C, we provide a table with the six-point fuzzy durations of each subtask
(cf. Table A1). Not all activities can be described with these three general fuzzy durations
(Equations (12)–(14)). Therefore, further explanations are included. Some snap-fit or other
plug removals were also calculated with addition of or reduction in time to Equation (14),
depending on their accessibility, which is a common approach in estimating disassembly
times [52,53]. As explained above, we assume that each task within a disassembly step is
conducted in series. Therefore, we add up the durations of activities based on the addition
rule in Table 2 and retrieve the fuzzy durations in Table 5.

Table 5. Derived fuzzy durations for main disassembling steps in six-point representation.

Step j Description Duration [s] D̃j = (. . . )

0 Start (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1 Remove upper cover (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)
2 Remove bus bar 1 (25, 36.5, 42, 54.5, 59.5, 77)
3 Remove support strut (13, 15.5, 18, 22.5, 24.5, 27)
4 Remove air dryer etc. (138.5, 182.5, 213.5, 254.5, 285.5, 365.5)
5 Remove battery sensor (27.5, 34, 39.5, 48.5, 54, 63.5)
6 Remove bus bar 2+3 and integrated fuse (31, 37.5, 44, 53, 59.5, 66)
7 Remove and disassemble console (80, 108.5, 128, 154, 173.5, 229)
8 Remove interference filter (36, 49, 58, 70, 79, 104)
9 Remove outer plug sockets (16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36)

10 Remove modules (93, 107, 127, 152, 142, 186)
11 End (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

The fuzzy durations in Table 5 are used to calculate the fuzzy latest finish time for
each step (L̃Fj) (cf. Table A2). We apply Equation (11) to determine the defuzzyfied latest

finish of each step
(

F
(

L̃Fj

))
, which is presented in Table 6. The defuzzyfied latest finish of

each step
(

F
(

L̃Fj

))
is used to assign priority numbers that are then used in the scheduling

procedure (cf. Table A3).
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Table 6. Defuzzyfied latest finish time of disassembling steps.

Step j
Defuzzyfied Latest Finish

Time F
(

L̃Fj

)
[s]

Priority Number Based on F
(

L̃Fj

)
(1: Highest Priority)

0 0 1
1 560.64 2
2 631.39 4
3 631.39 5
4 889.97 8
5 605.06 3
6 653.56 6
7 798.31 7
8 889.97 9 *
9 889.97 10 *

10 889.97 11 *
11 889.97 12 *

* If multiple F
(

L̃Fj

)
are equal, numbering according to step order in disassembling graph.

The parallel planning heuristic includes limited renewable resources during the
scheduling and time calculations. Different things can be a renewable resource in schedul-
ing, such as a limited number of machines, tools, or the number of available workers. In
our case, we consider only workers to be such resources. Each worker is equipped with a
cordless screwdriver and other needed tools. The only fixed installed tool required is the
lifter to remove the battery modules. Because only one activity needs this resource, it will
not form a resource that can become a bottleneck.

The planning procedure is conducted several times. Only one worker is available in
the base scenario, and all steps must be conducted (name: “One worker” or Scenario 1).
Two workers are available for the disassembly in the second scenario, and each step can
only be conducted by one worker (name: “Two workers” or Scenario 2). As the battery
cover’s physical dimensions allow the unscrewing with two workers in parallel, we create
a third scenario (name: “Two workers, cover together” or Scenario 3).

We summarize in Tables A4–A6. the fuzzy earliest and latest times of all steps for the
different scenarios in Appendix C. The fuzzy durations can also be illustrated as fuzzy
Gantt diagrams, which can be found in Figures A2–A4. As we are primarily interested in
the total fuzzy disassembling duration of the different scenarios, we use Figure 7, which
contains the membership function of fuzzy disassembling completion time, for further
argumentation. As explained above, the degree of membership for the membership levels
was set in advance before estimating the fuzzy disassembling durations of the steps. The
course of the lines for the scenarios results from our fuzzy heuristic approach.

The graph in Figure 7 can be interpreted according to the definitions of fuzzy logic
taken in Section 3.2. In our base case, the “One worker” solution, the disassembling process
will most likely take 20 to 24 min (1202–1449 s). In the most optimistic situation, that is not
very likely, disassembling takes about 13.5 min. In the pessimistic but just as unlikely case,
it takes 31.5 min. The fuzzy disassembling time can also be defuzzyfied with Equation (11),
leading to 22.2 min (1331 s). The defuzzyfied completion time of the “One worker” case
is over 30% longer than that calculated with CPM (cf. Table 5), as no parallel processes
can occur.

If two workers are available, the defuzzyfied disassembling time is about 16 min. In
contrast to the “One worker” case, the duration is shortened as expected but cannot be cut
in half. Only one of two workers is scheduled during the cover removal, while the other
has idle time. The third scenario, “Two workers, cover together,” has a defuzzyfied time of
about 720 s or 12 min.
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In the scenarios with two workers, step nine, removing outer plug sockets, is partially
parallel to removing the module that is conducted with a lifter. Although from a precedence
perspective possible, these two steps would most likely not be conducted simultaneously
due to safety measurements in industrial practice. Thus, the total fuzzy disassembling
completion time would likely be longer by the fuzzy duration of step nine. However, time
savings could be credited during the removal of the modules, as some sub-steps might be
conducted in parallel.

As stated in Section 4.1, we conducted a reversible disassembling of each step when-
ever possible. Therefore, we solved all snap-fit and press connectors by hand, which allows
us to put them back together, which is required if a reassembling is planned, for instance,
during a remanufacturing process. Nevertheless, if the aim is to recycle the battery, dif-
ferent disassembling techniques that save time but are not reversible might be applied.
Determining the best tool and technique for each disassembling step requires intensive
knowledge and experimentation time and did not occur during our disassembling experi-
ment. Nevertheless, we want to demonstrate which disassembling duration differences
are expected if snap-fit connections and their corresponding cables are cut with a knife
or wire cutters [24] instead of releasing them carefully. Therefore, we change the general
fuzzy snap-fit removal duration given in Equation (13) to the fuzzy duration of “removal
by hand” given by Equation (12) and repeat all necessary calculations. As before, not all
durations for cutting activities are equal in our calculation but can have added time if they
are not well accessible.

Table 7 summarizes the shorter defuzzyfied disassembling completion time for the
three scenarios discussed before and records possible time reduction between 11.3% and
19% if cutting is applied. This significant difference in duration confirms the assumption
that requirements on the disassembling output, such as the possibility of reusing parts for
reassembly, can influence the disassembly time.
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Table 7. Comparison of defuzzyfied disassembling completion time for different scenarios and plug
removal techniques.

Scenario Name
Defuzzyfied Disassembling

Completion Time [min] Reduction in %

Conducted Alternative

One worker 22.2 18 19
Two workers 16.7 15 11.3

Two workers, cover together 12 10.3 16.5

4.3. Cost Estimation

Section 3.3 describes that cost calculations for disassembly processes are based on
disassembling times. It must be questioned what a representative disassembling time and
product for this cost is. As we wish to perform a rather wide-range cost estimation of
disassembling EVBSs, we need to determine the disassembling time of an average EVBS.
Our used PHEV battery system is relatively small in size, weight, and capacity compared
to EVBSs employed in BEVs [5,69]. Therefore, we wish to scale the expected disassembling
time to represent EVBSs used in purely electric battery vehicles. There are no guidelines
in the literature to scale disassembly times without having specific information about the
different sized products. The findings of [61] on disassembly times for TVs and monitors
indicate that the disassembly time increases disproportionately low with the mass and size
of the product, although the authors also find significant time variances for monitors and
TVs with the same mass or size specification. The authors of [70] report on an increasing
disassembling time depending on the type and number of fasteners, which aligns with the
technical approaches discussed in Section 3.3.

Although not a technical approach, our fuzzy disassembling time approach in
Sections 3.2 and 4.2 is based on the type and number of fasteners. Therefore, we eval-
uate how an increase in battery size, represented by the battery module weight, changes
the expected fuzzy disassembling time if the battery design is kept.

We first conduct a qualitative evaluation to determine if the duration of a single
disassembly step increases proportionally to the battery module weight. Therefore, we
use information gained from available online videos of disassembling processes for over
15 different PHEVs and BEVs (cf. Supplementary Material S3). Table 8 presents the results
of this first qualitative evaluation. The evaluation was performed separately for each
disassembling step, and for some steps, we wish to point out our argumentation.

Table 8. Evaluation of proportional influence on disassembling time with increasing EVBS battery
module weight.

Step j Description of Step Proportionality Beta Value
(for Equation (15))

1 Remove upper cover ↓ [0.6; 0,7; 0,8; 0.9]
2 Remove bus bar 1 → 1
3 Remove support strut → 1
4 Remove air dryer etc. ↓ 0.7
5 Remove battery sensor ↓ 0.7
6 Remove bus bar 2 + 3 and integrated fuse → 1
7 Remove and disassemble console ↓ 0.7
8 Remove interference filter ↓ 0.7
9 Remove outer plug sockets ↓ 0

10 Remove modules → 1
Symbology: ↓ lower increase, ↑ higher increase,→ proportional.

With an increase in module weight, the battery’s frame size increases. However, this
increase will be disproportionately low due to the relationship between the perimeter and
surface of the battery system. The frame size can be interpreted as a proxy variable for
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the needed number of screws. The step “remove outer plug sockets” can be considered
independent of the battery module weight. An assumption of our evaluation is that
number of contained battery modules increases. We set the step “remove modules” to be
proportional to the battery weight, as not all modules can be removed together. Instead,
the module removal occurs after another (cf. Supplementary Material S3). The same
argumentation comes into place for the bus bars and support strut.

The quantitative assessment is based on the expected proportionality for each disas-
sembling step. We assume that a fuzzy disassembling duration follows a scaling as

D̃jnew = D̃jorg ·
(

Batnew

Batorg

)β

·γ. (15)

The parameter of battery module weight (Bat) is chosen as a reference point for
qualitative upscaling. We do not choose energy capacity as a reference, although it is
common to present cost in relation to a battery capacity (EUR/kWh). Analyzing the specific
energy (kWh/kg) of BEVs and PHEVs shows a significant disparity due to different power
and energy requirements for the battery cells in the vehicle [71]. In contrast, the battery cell
weight/kg battery pack is less varying [71] and, therefore, seems to fit better. We use the
weight of the battery modules as we did not disassemble the modules and, therefore, do
not fully know the cell weight.

The value of β, the exponential scaling factor, was not derived mathematically but
is based on the qualitative proportionality evaluation. Table 8 contains the applied beta
values for each disassembling step in the right column. The γ -term allows us to include
additional disassembling time changes that are not related proportionally to the battery
module weight and the corresponding β-values. In Equation (15), each fuzzy duration is
multiplied by a crisp number, resulting in a new fuzzy duration. This allows us to repeat
the planning procedures explained in Section 4.2 with the scaled fuzzy durations.

Figure 8 illustrates how the disassembling duration is expected to vary depending
on the EVBS module weight, workforce settings, and different beta and gamma values for
the “cover removal” step. As expected, the defuzzyfied disassembling duration increases
disproportionally low with an increase in total battery module weight. Doubling the battery
module weight will increase the disassembling duration between 63% and 78% (beta cover
removal 0.6–0.9 and gamma 1). An EVBS with a 375 kg module weight is estimated to have
a disassembly duration of between 48 and 59 min.

We decided to use a disassembling time of 53 min for one worker and 30 min for two
workers as input for the cost calculation, which corresponds to a battery module weight of
375 kg, a beta value for cover removal of 0.8, and a gamma of one. We estimate the total
costs divided into fixed and variable costs according to the presented scheme in Figure 3
for different capacity sizes of disassembling plants in Germany.

Figure 9 presents the cost estimation results for selected throughput classes in units
of disassembled battery systems per year. The total cost per EVBS, including fixed and
variable costs, declines with increasing capacity sizes of the plant and is between 80 and
110 EUR/EVBS. The variable costs show a slight variation, depending on the utilization
of the required full-time employees. The variable costs for the smallest capacity size of
5000 EVBS/year are lower than in the case of 10,000 EVBS/year. One reason is that no
employees are needed for management tasks associated with high wages for the smaller
capacity size. For the larger capacitated plants, the share of indirect work per battery
declines as the personnel is used more efficiently. Comparing the costs for the calculation
with different workforce settlements shows that the fixed costs associated with disassembly
stations do not make up a significant share. The larger part of fixed costs is associated with
different areas needed for logistical processes that are identical to the different workforce
scenarios. In all cases, the variable costs are higher if two workers disassemble the EVBSs
together due to the disassembling times of 53 and 30 min.
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Figure 8. Defuzzyfied disassembling durations depending on EVBS modules’ weight, workforce
settings, and scaling parameters for cover removal; line colors represent different beta values for
“cover removal” step: brown 0.6, grey: 0.7, blue 0.8, black 0.9; type of line represents gamma: solid:
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5. Discussion

As our conducted multimethod analysis allows us to discuss various aspects, we
structured this section according to the applied methods. We added a further subsection to
discuss the adjacent topic of disassembly automation.

5.1. Disassembling Results from Experiment

Many factors influence the results of the disassembling experiments. Among them are
the experiment setup and the architecture of the examined EVBS.

The experiment setup was characterized by its local surroundings, the people exe-
cuting the disassembling, and the battery charging status. The disassembly side was a
well-equipped laboratory but not specifically designed for battery dismantling. We pre-
pared the place to have all tools by hand and excluded times for additional tool acquisition.

However, a workshop designed and equipped for EVBS dismantling could have
provided better conditions with differing disassembly times. The same holds for the
persons executing the disassembling. We have mechanical and industrial engineering
backgrounds but are not trained mechanics. This might have influenced the disassembly
times and tool choices.

Additionally, the experiment was conducted with an inactive battery. When disas-
sembling an EVBS for the potential reuse of the whole system or single components, deep
discharging of the battery is impossible, as this would permanently damage the battery
cells [72]. Therefore, it would be inevitable to work on a charged high-voltage EVBS, which
requires precautions [73] that could affect the disassembly time and the required tools.
Further research could verify if the disassembly times and tooling choices we measured
also apply in an industrial setting.

The battery architecture extensively affects the results. The measures and weights of
components can especially differ significantly between EVBSs. This is partially considered
in Section 4.3, where the effects of upscaling on the disassembly times of the components
are examined. However, it is unclear if this covers architectural choices sufficiently, e.g.,
when more or fewer cells are grouped into one module. For instance, a Tesla Model S P85
battery pack contains 7104 cylindrical cells grouped into 16 modules [74], while the 77 kWh
ID.3 battery comprises 288 pouch cells grouped into 12 modules [75]. The same holds for
different joining technologies used in EVBSs [76].

Furthermore, while the main components are most likely contained in all batteries,
others are optional. Our battery, for example, does not have an active cooling system,
so we did not have to remove any potentially hazardous cooling liquid. Different kinds
of connections and components might also influence the tool choices. Nevertheless, the
results from our disassembling experiments concerning the time and tool requirements and
the retrieved components can serve as a basis for analysis. Further empirical studies for
comparison would be beneficial for the scientific community.

5.2. Disassembling Duration Assessment by Fuzzy Logic

We applied a fuzzy logic scheduling approach for the disassembling steps in combina-
tion with a critical path method commonly used in project management. To our knowledge,
we are the first to use fuzzy logic to determine disassembling durations of an EV battery
system (cf. Appendix A). One significant advantage of fuzzy logic is that it includes uncer-
tainty, which is non-statistical. It allows us to include human factors, such as disassembling
experience or the varying quality of an EoL product.

The derived fuzzy durations for each disassembling step are grounded on distinct
sources, such as expert knowledge and literature. A comparison with other recorded
disassembling experiments should be performed to verify to what extent our results
are reasonable.

In Section 2, we explained that there is only one other disassembling experiment that
reports disassembling durations. The authors of ref. [18] disassembled a Smart Forfour
battery system with comparable weight and energy characteristics to our hybrid battery
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system, though the components are not identical in amount, type, and design. They report
a duration for dismantling to module level by two workers of 300 min, which is far higher
than our defuzzyfied time of 12–16 min for two workers (cf. Table 7) or our most pessimistic
time estimate of 24 min. In ref. [18], the cover is fixed with about double the number of
joints (screws and nuts) compared to our battery. The reported disassembling time for
the cover of 30 min with two workers is far higher than our defuzzyfied time of 9 min
for one person. If we double our fuzzy duration to account for the double number of
joints, our most pessimistic value comes to 24.5 min for one worker. Splitting this in half
(cf. scenario “two workers, cover together”) to include two workers, as in ref. [18], yields
about twelve minutes per worker in the most pessimistic time estimate. Thus, a considerable
difference exists, especially since the Smart Forfour battery does not need intensive cutting
of adhesive [18]. However, it should be noted that the authors of ref. [18] conducted their
experiment on a non-deep-discharged battery under high voltage conditions.

Further statements about archived disassembling times for EVBSs can help to rational-
ize our results. As mentioned in Section 2, ref. [6] reports on average industry disassembling
duration of 30 min for two workers. In ref. [77], a disassembling time of 20 to 60 min de-
pending on the EVBS is reported. Ref. [78] reports a disassembling duration of 25 min.
Ref. [79] calculates with a disassembling duration of 0.7 h in their economic evaluation
and report that this value is based on a disassembling execution for a BMW i3 battery
system. Although we cannot verify our results with this literature information, as there is
no detailed information about the size and type of EVBS, they underline that our results
are reasonable.

We conducted the scheduling heuristic for different scenarios to receive alternative
fuzzy and defuzzyfied disassembling times. As it is a heuristic, the solution is not guaran-
teed to be optimal. However, it yields good results with little effort to solve the scheduling
tasks and is comparable to the thinking and planning of a disassembling process, as it
is conducted in practice [61] when an optimal schedule for the given resource setting is
not known.

The optimality of a disassembling schedule, i.e., the sequence, could be proven by
setting up and solving an optimization model for a corresponding resource constrained
scheduling problem [80,81]. Indeed, we know that the planning with the scenario of one
worker is optimal, as the fuzzy completion time is equal to the sum of the fuzzy durations
for the steps. The authors of [82] point out that disassembling scheduling with uncertain
parameters has barely been addressed in the literature. Thus, even a heuristic scheduling
procedure can extend the method and add new value.

First insights were given that the sought usage options for components after dis-
assembling influence the disassembling time significantly. This resembles the fact that
remanufacturing might come with different disassembling processes from recycling. Espe-
cially for remanufacturing and repairing, selective disassembling has to be addressed [83].
A selective disassembling may also be of interest if only selected parts must be retrieved,
such as the battery modules and the BMC. Although containing different materials, other
components may be processed in mechanical disassembling steps such as shredders [61]. In
these cases, knowledge about the alternative disassembling times is needed for an economic
trade-off calculation.

5.3. Cost Estimation

The results of our cost estimation indicate that variable as well as fixed costs are equally
important when dealing with the total cost of disassembly. The calculated disassembly
costs are higher than one would associate when only considering the variable labor cost
of the disassembly workers [84]. EoL EVBs are dangerous goods, and due to their large
dimensions and weights, higher logistic costs than for other waste products are expected in
EVBS disassembly plants. In contrast to many other EoL products, they will be handled
individually as units from a logistics perspective.
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As pointed out in Section 3.3, we consider a disassembling of deep-discharged EVBS
that workers with lower qualifications can disassemble than those who are not deep
discharged. Accordingly, the wages for disassembly would be higher for second-life
disassembly. The deep-discharging activity would be replaced by testing activities resulting
in other fixed costs for equipment and a corresponding plant area for second-life purposes.
Furthermore, additional requirements might increase costs for the construction of a plant.

Our used disassembling durations are retrieved from upscaling the battery. We have
shown exemplarily in Section 4.2 that the disassembling duration can be decreased with
deconstructive disassembly. However, we used the originally designed scenarios for the
upscaling procedure. The upscaling was conducted based on expert knowledge and
available online videos about disassembling different EVBSs. Unfortunately, the videos
do not contain information about the actual (measured) disassembly duration. Analyzing
the videos allows us to draw the conclusion that a standard procedure for the general
sequence of disassembling steps exists. We only conducted a disassembling experiment
with one battery system; more data about disassembling times and steps are needed to
validate our disassembling time scaling. Nevertheless, as already discussed in Section 5.2,
the resulting disassembling durations of our upscaling are in line with information given
by the industry.

All in all, cost data must be fitted to individual use cases and depend on many factors.
The results presented here should always be checked for transferability to other purposes.
Disassembling costs have barely been addressed in EoL economic assessments of EVBSs,
but they are essential for creating a circular traction battery supply chain.

Given that the number of BEV registrations is growing in Germany, the modeled
return flows do not represent today’s returns but will be reached in the future once higher
amounts are returned. The EoL flows will incline exponentially as the new BEV registrations
increase. It is highly interesting to plan an optimal network structure involving disassembly,
collection, and recycling or repurposing costs from an economic perspective.

5.4. View on EVBS Disassembly Automation

The automation of EVBS disassembly is a highly discussed topic, and we have touched
on it at some points within this paper. Consequently, we will shortly discuss how our
results can be used in the context of EVBS disassembly automation.

Our results, especially from the video analysis, show that some common disassembling
steps exist among all battery systems. This includes starting with the cover removal and
retrieving the battery modules after removing busbars and other connections. However,
the positioning of the modules and necessary components, such as the BMC, are different
among the systems. Therefore, an automated disassembly system must follow a similar
process but be adaptive for diverse battery systems.

Automated solutions for disassembly might not have to deal with all kinds of battery
systems in some situations. If, for instance, vehicle producers set up their own reverse
supply chain, the variety of battery systems that have to be dealt with decreases while the
available information about the EoL EVBS increases. Thus, developing automation solu-
tions can become more manageable, and it is also more likely that design for disassembly
might be thought of more carefully during development.

As mentioned previously, our data from the disassembly experiment can help during
the development of automation applications. A couple of principles can be formulated that,
if followed during the battery system design phase, can help to (automate) disassembly
activities. The list should not be understood as a complete list, and undoubtedly, not all
principles can always be included in the design as many other factors than disassembly
have to be considered during the design of a battery system.

• If screws are used, minimize the number of different screw heads to lower the number
of needed tool changes.

• Use screws and plug connections instead of adhesives whenever possible or give
instructions to best solve adhesive connections (examples: solvent, ultrasound)
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• If non-destructive disassembly is the goal, minimize the number of different snap-
fit connections.

• Screws should be accessible from a vertical position wherever possible or at least from
the same direction for as many screws as possible.

• Supply accessible fixing points to secure the battery system during disassembly.
• Use modular construction that allows disassembly into sub-assemblies.
• Try to minimize the use of different materials in sub-assemblies, which is beneficial

for further treatment and separation.
• Have connectors directly accessible whenever possible without having to remove

other components.
• Have a fixed cable routing so that a robot will be less likely to get stuck during operation.
• Label the battery system with a unique code to retrieve disassembly instructions

(example: QR code).

A potential solution to lower the needed task variety for the automation can be
partial automation or a human–robotic collaboration in a more advanced setting [85]. In
both settings, the robot performs the steps that contain high safety risks or need a lot of
force, such as opening the cover. Automated solutions may be able to apply disassembly
techniques that human workers cannot apply. The cover, for instance, may be opened by
laser cutting [6]. Safety risks during disassembly may occur either through toxic substances
or a high-voltage environment when the disassembly takes place for second-life usages
of modules.

This paper’s conducted time and cost estimation can serve as a benchmark for au-
tomation solutions. Automation will lead to a shift from variable labor costs to higher fixed
costs, as fewer workers are involved. However, from today’s perspective, it is not possible
to determine how large an automated plant would have to be to achieve comparable costs.
For such a calculation, the automation solutions still need further development. However,
it is evident that in high labor cost countries, such as Germany or other central European
countries, an automated disassembly solution will become economically profitable more
quickly than in countries with lower labor costs.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

The disassembly of EVBSs will have increasing importance as the number of EoL
traction batteries grows in the future. We conducted a disassembly experiment of a PHEV
that allowed us to gain information about the disassembly process, needed tools, and the
battery set-up.

Our analysis focused on the disassembly duration and how the different disassembly
steps contribute to the overall disassembly time. We were able to address the measurement
of uncertainty in disassembly duration by applying a fuzzy scheduling approach. The
calculated disassembly durations were used to perform a cost estimation for a disassembly
plant in Germany. The total disassembling costs per EVBS consist of fixed and variable
costs and range from about 100 EUR/EVBS for small pants that decrease to 80 EUR/EVBS
for large plants.

In our discussion section, we addressed each part of the results separately and discussed
the most critical factors, which involve limits of the applied methods and their interpretation
in a broader context, which is especially important for the cost and time calculations.

As the disassembling of electric vehicle systems is a young research field, many open
questions remain and need to be addressed in the future. Examples are the automation
potential of disassembling tasks or establishing reverse logistic networks. Furthermore,
the reassembling for repurposing or refurbishing needs to be addressed and should be
addressed together with disassembly.

Lastly, it should be noted that a shift to electric vehicle mobility will not only lead
to an increasing number of EoL battery systems. Other obsolete EV components, such as
electric motors, need disassembly actions. Thus, a circular EV supply chain goes beyond a
circular battery supply chain.
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Nomenclature and Abbreviations

Abbreviations Translation
BEV Battery electric vehicle
BMC Battery management controller
CPM Critical path method
EoL End-of-Life
EV Electric vehicle
EVB Electric vehicle battery
EVBS Electric vehicle battery system
FTE Fulltime employee
HV High voltage
PHEV Plug-in hybrid vehicle
Symbol Meaning
α Several membership levels
Ã =

{(
x, µÃ(x)

)∣∣ x ∈ X
}

with µÃ : X → [0, 1] Fuzzy set Ã
Ã α =

{
x ∈ X

∣∣µÃ(x) ≥ α
}

with µÃ : X → [0, 1] α-level cuts of Interval Ã α

Batnew Scaled battery module weight
Batorg Original battery module weight
β Exponential scaling factor
γ Term for an additional disassembling time change

D̃j =
(

odε
j , odλ

j , od1
j , pd1

j , pdλ
j , pdε

j

) Fuzzy disassembling duration ofactivity j
(six-point representation)

D̃jnew Scaled disassembly duration
D̃jorg Original disassembly duration
ε Membership level
ẼFj Fuzzy earliest finish of activity j
ẼSj Fuzzy earliest start of activity j

F
(

L̃Fj

)
Defuzzyfied latest finish time step j

hgt
(

Ã
)
= supx∈XµÃ(x) Height of normalized fuzzy set Ã

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15155324/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/en15155324/s1
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Symbol Meaning
λ Membership level
L̃F J Fuzzy latest finish time of activity j
µÃ Membership function ∈ [0, 1]

µD̃j

(
dj

)
Membership function

T̃ Latest completion time of the project

t̃ f
j Fuzzy finish time

t̃s
j Fuzzy start time
	 Subtraction
⊕ Addition
⊕inv Inverse addition

Appendix A

For a basic understanding of fuzzy logic and the underlying assumptions and mathe-
matical operations, we direct the interested reader to [92,93].

The concept of fuzzy logic dates back to [37] and is founded on the fuzzy set theory.
In fuzzy set theory, a multi-value membership function is used to indicate the membership
of an object to a class, which is in contrast to the common binary membership of True or
False [94]. This multi-value membership function allows presenting vagueness about the
degree of membership of an object to a class.

Equation (A1) defines a fuzzy set Ã [95]. The membership function µÃ may take
values in the interval of [0, 1] and determines to which extent an element x ∈ X belongs to
the fuzzy set Ã [26].

Ã =
{(

x, µÃ(x)
)∣∣ x ∈ X

}
with µÃ : X → [0, 1] (A1)

A fuzzy set Ã is normalized by setting its height which is the supremum of the realized
membership values, to 1 (Equation (A2)) [26].

hgt
(

Ã
)
= supx∈XµÃ(x) (A2)

To determine membership functions for use cases, experts can express information
about optimistic and pessimistic values at one or several membership levels α. This is
known as α-level cuts of a fuzzy interval Ã α and is defined in Equation (A3) [95]. A fuzzy
interval contains one or more x ∈ R in a way that µÃ = 1 piecewise continues [34]. A
fuzzy number contains only one x ∈ R with µÃ = 1 and is piecewise continues [34].

Ã α =
{

x ∈ X
∣∣µÃ(x) ≥ α

}
with µÃ : X → [0, 1] (A3)

The use of fuzzy logic in this article is to calculate fuzzy disassembling durations.
Each disassembling duration of an individual disassembling activity is expected to be a
fuzzy number and can be used for calculation according to the proposed rules in Table 2.
Nevertheless, it is important to mention that different authors propose different ways to
use fuzzy numbers for arithmetic operations [96].

The application field of fuzzy logic is undoubtedly diverse. This can be shown, for
instance, by looking at different research questions that have been addressed for electric
vehicle battery systems. The authors of [97] have used fuzzy logic to set up a fuzzy logic-
based adaptive control scheme for hybrid electric vehicles. The authors of [98] apply a
fuzzy controller to improve the battery usage time. These are two examples of fuzzy logic
within a technical engineering field of battery systems. Meanwhile, the authors of [99]
apply fuzzy logic within a multi-criteria decision-making framework to select EoL recovery
center locations. Nevertheless, both papers have in common that the fuzzy logic helps to
model uncertain behavior that follows rules that can be described with linguistic variables.
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Appendix B

Figure A1 shows the coordinates of the connections and the center of gravity of the
parts. Here, the centers of gravity have been adjusted with an offset if the center of gravity is
not located on the part surface. These points can be seen as gripping positions in automated
disassembly solutions. The coordinates’ numbers illustrated in Figure A1 can be found in
the Supplementary Material S1.
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Figure A1. Disassembled battery system: XY−positions of the components and their connections; cb: 
clamping bars, mb: module block, bb: bus bar; bs: battery sensor. 
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cb 1 screws clamping bar 1 (cb 1)

cb 2 screws clamping bar 2 (cb 2)

cb 3 screws clamping bar 3 (cb 3)

cb 4 screws clamping bar 4 (cb 4)

cover seal cover

bb 1 plug bb 1 clamps

bb 1 screws bus bar 1 (bb 1)

ss screws support sturt (ss)

bs plug bs screws

battery sensor (bs) bb 2 plug

bb 2 screws bus bar 2 (bb 2)

bb 3 plugs bb 3 clamps

bb 3 screws bus bar 3 (bb 3)

mb plugs mb clamps

mb screws module block (mb)

Remaining parts

Figure A1. Disassembled battery system: XY−positions of the components and their connections; cb:
clamping bars, mb: module block, bb: bus bar; bs: battery sensor.

Appendix C

Table A1. Description of fuzzy durations on a single activity basis.

Step j Description of Included Activities

1

1.1 Screws are removed: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 40
1.2 Cutting of adhesive is time-consuming and less standardized (variation in duration expected):(220, 300, 320, 380, 420, 450)
1.3 Remove of clamping bar by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3) ×4
1.4 Lift off upper cover and if necessary recut: (5, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35)

2
2.1 Screws identical to upper cover screw, removed with extension, add one second for extension:(4, 4.5, 5, 6, 6.5, 6, 7) × 2
2.2 Remove plugs with a combination of hand and hand screwdriver, variances may occur: (8, 13, 15, 20, 22, 30) × 2
2.3 Remove busbar by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

3 3.1 Screws are removed: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 4
3.2 Remove support strut by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

4

4.1 Remove air dryer; snap-on fasteners with latches are difficult to open because pressure points are poorly accessible;
therefore, variance is expected: (10, 12, 15, 20, 23, 25)
4.2 Open air dryer; force is needed, or experience; the variance is expected; own disassembling time was longer than
expected in most cases: (15, 20, 23, 27, 30, 35)
4.3 Remove plugs from BMC; variance expected; although different plugs, same time per plug in the calculation:(4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14)× 6
4.4 Remove screw from interference suppression filter: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6)
4.5 Remove interference suppression filter by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
4.6 Remove screws from air dryer bracket: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
4.7 Remove air dryer bracket by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
4.8 Remove plug from interference suppression filter; pointed pliers is used (time for tool changing). Add 0.5 s per plug:
(4.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5, 9.5, 14.5) × 5
4.9 Remove further plugs; poorly accessible; time comparable to 4.2: (15, 20, 23, 27, 30, 35)
4.10 Remove screws from interference filter: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 3
4.11 Remove interference filter holder, took slightly longer than other removal by hand because of position (add 2 s): (3,
3.5, 4, 4, 4.5, 5)
4.12 Remove screws from the BMC: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
4.13 Remove screws from the BMC; outside the battery cover, tool change; add 0.5 s per screw: (3.5, 4, 4.5, 5.5, 6, 6.5) × 4
4.14 Remove BMC by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
4.15 Open BMC, comparable to snap-fastener of air dryer for removal, but two seconds faster:(8, 10, 13, 18, 21, 23)
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Table A1. Cont.

Step j Description of Included Activities

5
5.1 Remove screws from battery sensor with shunt: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 8
5.2 Remove plug; better accessible than 4.8; 1.5 s less: (2.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 12.5)
5.3 Remove battery sensor with shunt by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

6

6.1 Remove screws from busbar 2: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
6.2 Remove busbar 2 by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
6.3 Remove power plugs and cable fixers; plugs and fixers are easily accessible and better accessible than 5.2; time
equivalent to screws: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 5
6.4 Remove screws from busbar 3 with integrated fuse: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 4
6.5 Remove busbar 3 with integrated fuse: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
6.6 Remove screws on busbar 3; same time assumptions as for other screws, although they have slightly more weight: (3,
3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
6.7 Remove the fuse from busbar 3 by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

7

7.1 Remove plugs from console; comparable to 5.2: (2.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 12.5) × 7
7.2 Remove screws from console: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 5
7.3 Remove console by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
7.4 Remove plugs from wiring harness and relay; comparable to 7.1/5.2: (2.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 12.5) × 2
7.5 Remove screws and nut from series resistor; add 0.5 to screw time per screw to include change of tool to wrench: (3.5,
4, 4.5, 5.5, 6, 6.5) × 5
7.6 Remove relay by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
7.7 Remove screws from connectors: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 7
7.8 Remove copper coils by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3) × 2

8

8.1 Remove screws from cables: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
8.2 Remove plugs from filter; comparable to 5.2: (2.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 12.5) × 2
8.3 Remove screws between interference [ . . . ]; comparable to 5.2: (2.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 12.5) × 2
8.4 Remove screws between interference filter and battery cover: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 3
8.5 Remove interference filter by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
8.6 Remove screws to dismantle the interference filter: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 3
8.7 Remove the top cover of the interference filter by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

9

9.1 Remove screws from HV connector form the outside of the cover: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
9.2 Remove HV connector by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
9.3 Remove screws inside console from orange component: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6) × 2
9.4 Remove orange component by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
9.5 Open orange component to retrieve cover by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)
9.6 Remove diagnostic connector by hand: (1, 1.5, 2, 2, 2.5, 3)

10

10.1 Remove screws that connect modules to lower battery cover; screws are longer than others (add 0.5 s); change of bit set
to keep the same tool (add 1 s): (4.5, 5, 5.5, 6.5, 6.5, 7.5) × 8
10.2 Move lifting/pulling device (winch) to work station; assumed that it is provided closely without need to walk: (3, 3.5,
4, 5, 5.5, 6)
10.3 Hook up the corner of the battery module to the lifting device and clamp the lower battery cover to the working
station (screw clamps): (17, 20, 25, 30, 35, 37)
10.4 Operate the winch by hand; Reference is a previously conducted experiment with a similar battery type: (17, 20, 25,
30, 35, 37)
10.5 Place battery modules next to lower battery cover and unhook; release clamped lower batter cover): (17, 20, 25, 30, 35, 37)
10.6 Put away lifting/pulling device: (3, 3.5, 4, 5, 5.5, 6)
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Table A2. Fuzzy earliest start (ẼSj) of disassembly steps.

Step j Calculation Fuzzy Earliest Start ẼSj ẼSj[s]

0 t̃0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1 max

{
ẼS0 ⊕ D̃0

}
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

2 max
{

ẼS1 ⊕ D̃1

}
(349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)

3 max
{

ẼS2 ⊕ D̃2

}
(374, 497.5, 550, 667, 739.5, 814)

4 max
{

ẼS3 ⊕ D̃3

}
(387, 513, 568, 689, 764, 841)

5 max
{

ẼS1 ⊕ D̃1

}
(349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)

6 max
{

ẼS5 ⊕ D̃5

}
(376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5)

7 max
{

ẼS6 ⊕ D̃6

}
(407.5, 532.5, 591.5, 714.5, 793.5, 866.5)

8 max
{

ẼS7 ⊕ D̃7

}
(487.5, 641, 719.5, 868.5, 967, 1095.5)

9 max

{
ẼS0 ⊕ D̃0,
ẼS8 ⊕ D̃8

}
(523.5, 690, 777.5, 938.5, 1046, 1199.5)

10 max

{
ẼS3 ⊕ D̃3,
ẼS6 ⊕ D̃6

}
(407.5, 532.5, 591.5, 714.5, 793.5, 866.5)

11
max


ẼS4 ⊕ D̃4,
ẼS9 ⊕ D̃9,

ẼS10 ⊕ D̃10

 (539.5, 710, 801.5, 966.5, 1078, 1235.5)

Table A3. Fuzzy latest finish times (L̃Fj) of disassembling steps.

Step j Calculation Fuzzy Latest Finish L̃Fj L̃Fj[s]

0 min

{
L̃F1 ⊕inv D̃1,
L̃F9 ⊕inv D̃9

}
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

1 min

{
L̃F2 ⊕inv D̃2,
L̃F5 ⊕inv D̃5

}
(349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)

2 min
{

L̃F3 ⊕inv D̃3

}
(388, 512, 570, 690, 768, 846)

3 min

{
L̃F4 ⊕inv D̃4,
L̃F10 ⊕inv D̃10

}
(401, 527.5, 588, 712, 792.5, 873)

4 min
{

L̃F11 ⊕inv D̃11

}
(487.5, 641, 719.5, 868.5, 967, 1095.5)

5 min
{

L̃F6 ⊕inv D̃6

}
(376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5)

6 min

{
L̃F7 ⊕inv D̃7,
L̃F10 ⊕inv D̃10

}
(407.5, 532.5, 591.5, 714.5, 793.5, 866.5)

7 min
{

L̃F8 ⊕inv D̃8

}
(487.5, 641, 719.5, 868.5, 967, 1095.5)

8 min
{

L̃F9 ⊕inv D̃9

}
(523.5, 690, 777.5, 935.5, 1046, 1199.5)

9 min
{

L̃F11 ⊕inv D̃11

}
(539.5, 710, 801.5, 966.5, 1078, 1235.5)

10 min
{

L̃F11 ⊕inv D̃11

}
(539.5, 710, 801.5, 966.5, 1078, 1235.5)

11 T̃ = ẼF11 − ẼS9 (539.5, 710, 801.5, 966.5, 1078, 1235.5)
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Table A4. Scenario “One worker” resulting fuzzy start time (t̃s
j ) and fuzzy finish time (t̃ f

j ).

Planning Order Step j
Fuzzy Start Time [s]

~
t

s
j =
(

ots0.1

j ,ots0.6

j ,ots1

j , pts1

j ,pts0.6

j ,pts0.1

j

) Fuzzy Finish Time [s]
~
t

f
j=
(

otf0.1

j ,otf0.6

j ,otf1

j , ptf1

j ,ptf0.6

j ,ptf0.1

j

)
1 0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
2 1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)
3 5 (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737) (376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5)
4 2 (376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5) (401.5, 531.5, 589.5, 715.5, 793.5, 877.5)
5 3 (401.5, 531.5, 589.5, 715.5, 793.5, 877.5) (414.5, 547, 607.5, 735.5, 818, 904.5)
6 6 (414.5, 547, 607.5, 735.5, 818, 904.5) (445.5, 584.5, 651.5, 790.5, 877.5, 970.5)
7 7 (445.5, 584.5, 651.5, 790.5, 877.5, 970.5) (525.5, 693, 779.5, 944.5, 1051, 1199.5)
8 8 (525.5, 693, 779.5, 944.5, 1051, 1199.5) (561.5, 742, 837.5, 1014.5, 1130, 1303.5)
9 4 (561.5, 742, 837.5, 1014.5, 1130, 1303.5) (700, 924.5, 1051, 1269, 1415.5, 1666)
10 9 (700, 924.5, 1051, 1269, 1415.5, 1666) (716, 944.5, 1075, 1297, 1447.5, 1702)
11 10 (716, 944.5, 1075, 1297, 1447.5, 1702) (809, 1051.5, 1202, 1449, 1589.5, 1888)
12 11 (809, 1051.5, 1202, 1449, 1589.5, 1888) (809, 1051.5, 1202, 1449, 1589.5, 1888)

Table A5. Scenario “Two workers” resulting fuzzy start time (t̃s
j ) and fuzzy finish time (t̃ f

j ).

Planning
Order

Worker
One Step j

Worker Two
Step j

Fuzzy Start Time [s]
~
t

s
j =
(

ots0.1

j ,ots0.6

j ,ots1

j , pts1

j ,pts0.6

j ,pts0.1

j

) Fuzzy Finish Time [s]
~
t

f
j=
(

otf0.1

j ,otf0.6

j ,otf1

j , ptf1

j ,ptf0.6

j ,ptf0.1

j

)
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
2 1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737)
3 5 (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737) (376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5)
3 2 (349, 461, 508, 615, 680, 737) (374, 497.5, 550, 667, 739.5, 814)
4 6 (376.5, 495, 547.5, 661.5, 734, 800.5) (407.5, 532.5, 591.5, 714.5, 793.5, 866.5)
5 3 (374, 497.5, 550, 667, 739.5, 814) (387, 513, 568, 689, 764, 841)
6 4 (387, 513, 568, 689, 764, 841) (525.5, 695.5, 781.5, 943.5, 1049.5, 1203.5)
7 7 (407.5, 532.5, 591.5, 714.5, 793.5, 866.5) (487.5, 641, 719.5, 868.5, 967, 1095.5)
8 8 (487.5, 641, 719.5, 868.5, 967, 1095.5) (523.5, 690, 777.5, 938.5, 1046, 1199.5)
9 9 (523.5, 690, 777.5, 938.5, 1046, 1199.5) (539.5, 710, 801.5, 966.5, 1078, 1235.5)
10 10 (525.5, 695.5, 781.5, 943.5, 1049.5, 1203.5) (618, 802.5, 908.5, 1095.5, 1191.5, 1389.5)
11 (618, 802.5, 908.5, 1095.5, 1191.5, 1389.5) (618, 802.5, 908.5, 1095.5, 1191.5, 1389.5)

Table A6. Scenario “Two workers, cover together” resulting fuzzy start time (t̃s
j ) and fuzzy finish

time (t̃ f
j ).

Planning
Order

Worker One
Step j

Worker Two
Step j

Fuzzy Start Time [s]
~
t

s
j =
(

ots0.1

j ,ots0.6

j ,ots1

j , pts1

j ,pts0.6

j ,pts0.1

j

) Fuzzy Finish Time [s]
~
t

f
j=
(

otf0.1

j ,otf0.6

j ,otf1

j , ptf1

j ,ptf0.6

j ,ptf0.1

j

)
1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)
2 1 1 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (174.5, 230.50, 254, 306.5, 340, 368.5)
3 2 (174.5, 230.50, 254, 306.5, 340, 368.5) (199.5, 267, 296, 306.5, 399.5, 445.5)
3 5 (174.5, 230.50, 254, 306.5, 340, 368.5) (202, 264.5, 293.5, 355, 394, 432)
4 6 (202, 264.5, 293.5, 355, 394, 432) (232, 302, 337.5, 408, 453.5, 498)
5 3 (199.5, 267, 296, 306.5, 399.5, 445.5) (212.5, 282.5, 314, 382.5, 424, 472, 5)
6 4 (212.5, 282.5, 314, 382.5, 424, 472, 5) (351, 465, 527.5, 637, 709.5, 835)
7 7 (232, 302, 337.5, 408, 453.5, 498) (313, 410.5, 465.5, 562.5, 627, 727)
8 8 (313, 410.5, 465.5, 562.5, 627, 727) (349, 459.5, 523.5, 632, 706, 831)
9 9 (349, 459.5, 523.5, 632, 706, 831) (365, 479.5, 547.5, 660, 738, 867)
10 10 (351, 465, 527.5, 637, 709.5, 835) (444, 572, 654.5, 789, 851.5, 1021)
11 (444, 572, 654.5, 789, 851.5, 1021) (444, 572, 654.5, 789, 851.5, 1021)
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